
7. REALISTIC ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

7.1 RESUME 

The'realistic accident analysis has been updated from that presented in the FEs-cp using new Projected population figures to the year 2020.  

7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS 
A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated accidents in the Watts Bar Unit Nos. 1 and 2 will be provided through correct design, manufacture, and operation, and the quality assurance program used-to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactor system, as is considered in the Commission's Safety Evaluation. System transients that may occur are handled by protective systems to place and hold the plant in a safe condition. Notwithstanding this, the canseryat;'e postulate is made that serious accidents might occur, even though they may be extremely unlikely; and engineered safety features will be installed to aftigate the consequences ef those postulated events which are judged credible.  

,-. The probability of occurrence of accidents-and the spectrum of their consequences to be conQ ) sidered from an environmental effects standpoint have been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities and realistic fin ion product release and transport assumptions. For site evaluation in-our safety-review, extremely conservative assumptions are used for the purpose of comparing calculated doses resulting from a hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel against the 10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. Realistically computed doses that would be received by the population and environment from the accidents which are postulated are significantly less than those presented in the SWety Evaluation Report.  
The Commission issued guidance to applicants on September 1, 1971, requiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents with assumptions as realistic as the state of knowledge permits.  
The applicant's Information has been evaluated, using the standard accident assumptions and guidance issued as a p, oposed amendment to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1, 1971. Nine classes of postulated accidents and occurrences ranging in severity, from trivial to very serious were identified by the Commission. In general, accidents in the high potential consequence end of the spectrum have a low occurrence rate and those an the low potential consequence end have a higher occurrence rate. The examples selected by the applicant for these cases are shown in Table' 7.1. These examples are reasonably homogeneous in terms of probability within each class.  

~,Our estimates of the dose which might be received by an assumed individual standing at the site t~boundary in the downwind direction,, using the assumptions In the proposed Annex to Appendix 0, are presented in Table 7.2. Estimates of the integrated exposure that might be delivered to the population within SO miles of the site are also presented in Table 7.2. The man-re. estimate was based on the projected population within 50 miles of the site for the year 2020.  
To rigorously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses in Table 7.2 would have to be multiplied by estimated probabilities. The events in Classes I and 2 represent occurrences which are anticipated during plant operations; and their consequences, which are very small, are considered within the framework of routine effluents from the plant. Except for a limited amount of fuel failures and soem steam generator leakage, the events in Classes 3 through 5 are not anticipated during plant operation; but events of this type could occur sometime during the 40-year plant lifetime. Accidents in Classes 6 ano 7 and Small accidents in Class 8 are of similar or lower probability than accidents in Classes 3 through 5 but are still possible.  The probability of occurrence of large Class 8 accidents is very small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated in Table 7.2 are weighted by probabilities, the environmental risk is very low.  

The postulated occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of successive failures more severe than those required to be considered In the design bases of protective system and engineered safety features. Their consequences could be severe. 14owevier, the probability of their occurrence is Judged so small that their environmental risk is extremely low. Defense in depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assurance for design, manufacture and operation, continued
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TABLE 7.1 

CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS .AND OCCURRENCES

NRC Description 

Trivial incidents 

Small releases outside con
tainment 

Radioactive waste system 
failure 

Fission products to primary 
system (BWR) 

Fission products to primary 
and secondary systems (PWR) 

lefueling accident 

Spent fuel handling 
accident 

Accident initiation events 
considered in design basis 
evaluation in the Safety 
Analysis Report 

XIypothetical sequence of 
failures aore severe than 
Class 8

Applicant's Examples 

Under routine releases.  

Under routine releases.  

Leakage trom waste gas tank, radwaste 
secondary tank leakage, release of 
waste gas tank contents, and release 
of radwaste secondary tank contents.  

Not applicable.  

Off-design transients that induce fuel 
failure above those expected with 
stem generator tube leak and 
steam generator tube rupture.  

Fuel assembly drop and heavy object 
drop onto tuel in core.  

Fuel assembly drop in fuel storage 
pool* heavy object drop onto euel 
rack, and fuel cask drop.  

Reactor coolant system pipe breaks, 
rod ejection accident, and stem 
line breaks outside containment.  

got evaluated.

Class 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

S.  

7.  

0.  

9.

0

0
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TABLE 7.2 

SUMUT 3F N AOI0LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED .CCIDEITSV/

Class 

1.) 

2.0

Estimated Fraction 
of 10 CFR Part 20 
limit at site 
boundary2/ 

3/ 

3/

0.006 

0.024" 

G.002

Event 

Trivial Incidents 

Small releases outside 
contaiment 

Radwaste system tailures 

Equipment leakage or 
mel function 

Release of waste gas 
storage tank contents 

Release of liquid waste 
storage contents 

Fission products to 
primary system (IPA) 

Fission products to primary 
and secondary systems 
(PWR) 

Fuel cladding defects and 
stem 3enerator leaks 

0ff-design transients that 
Induce fuel failure above 
those expected and steam 
generator leak 

Steam generator tube rupture 

Refueling accidents 

Fuel bundle drop 

Heavy object drop onto fuel 
In core 

Spent fuel handling accident 

Fuel assembly drop in fuel 
storage pool 

Heavy object drop unto fuel 
rack 

Fuel cask drop

0.001 

0.361 

O. j6l

Estimated Dose to 
Potlation in s0
Nile Radius. NallRem 

3/ 

3/

0.S2 

0.06

0.040 

2.38

0.08 

0.34 

5.15

0.004 

0.328 

0.304 

O. D65

0

0



TAK.E 7.2 (Cset'd) 

Estimated Fractioe 
of 10 CR part 20 Estimated buse to 

Clsslimit at site foulatlon In lass Event Nile adi Maus, p. -R 

a.0 Accident initiation events 
considered In design basis 
evaluation In the SAM 

6.1 Loss-of-coolant accidents 
Small break 0.002 0.32 Large break 0.357 27.39 

* 8.(a)Break in Instrument line 
from Primary system that 
penetrates the contain

eNot N.A. N4.A.  
8.2(a) Rod ejection accident 

8.2 (b) Rod drop accident (wi) N.A. N.A.  
8.3(a) Stamline breaks (Pies 

outside containtent) 
Small break 0.0001 0.012 Large break 0.3003 0.024 

8.3(b) Stoaml n@ break N.A. N.A.  

'/ The doISEcculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are based on airborne transport of radioactive 0aterials resulting in both a direct &ad an Inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the accident doses assms that the &pplicantt environmental monitoring Program and appropriate additional monitori~ng (which could be Initiated subsequent to a liquid release incident Jetected by in-Plant Gonitoring) would detect the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner such that remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure from other sotential pathways to man.  
2/ Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 arm, or the equivalent 

dose to an organ.  
3/ These radionuclides released are considered in developing the gaseous and liquid source terms presented In Section 3 and are included In the doses in Section S.



MsuIrillnce Ond t ng, and conseOR atOve desigp are all applied to provide and maintain a high dogre of Assurance that potential Accidents in this class are, and will remain, suf* fCicion smill, I probabilitythet the envIruMUntl risk Is extremly low.  
The EC hs pers med a study to assess more quantitatively these risks. The initial results of 
these efforts Were made available for coment In draft form on August 20. 19741 and related In final form an October 30. 1975.2 This study, called the Reactor Safety Study, is an effort to develop realistic data on the probabilities and consequences of accidents in water-cooled poner reactors, In order to-improve the quantification of available knowledge related to nuclear 
reactor accidnt probabilities. The MC organized a special group of about SO specialists under the direction of Professor Norm Rasmussen of NIT to conduct the study. The scope of the study -hs been discussed with EPA and described in correspondence with EPA which has been placed In the • PCublic Docnet Rom (letter, boub to ominick, dated June S, 1973).  
As with all now infosmtion developed which might have an effect on the health and safety of the public, the results of these studies will be assessed within the Regulatory process on 
generic or specific bases as my be warranted.  
Table 7.2 Indicates that the realistically estimated radiological consequeoces of the postulated accidents would result in exposures of an assued individual at the site boundary which are less than or comperable to those which would result from a year's exposure to the maximum permissible concentration (NPC) of 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows the estimated integrated exposure of the population within SO miles of the plant from each postulated accident. Any of these Integrated exposures would be much smaller than that from naturally occurring radioactivity.  When considered with the probability of occurrence, the annual potential radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated accidents is an even smaller fraction of the exposure from natural background radiation and, in fact, is wall within naturally occurring variations in the natural background. It Is concluded from the results of the realistic analysis that the environmental risks due to postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly small and need not 
be considered further.
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8. CONSEQUENCE OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

8.1 ADVERE EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT' BE AVOIDED 
* The staff has assessed the physical, social and economic impacts that can be attributed to the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Inasmuch as the facility is currently under construction, hay of the predicted and expected adverse impacts of the construction phase are evident.  The TVA has committed to a program of restoration and redress of the station site that will begin at the termination of the construction period. The staff has not identified any additional adverse effects that will be caused by operation of the station. Consequently, the operation phase of the plant will consist of restoration and maintenance with the possibility of enhancing the environs as they existed prior to construction.  

8.2 SHORT-TEAN USES AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

The staff has reevaluated the assessment (FES-CP) of the use of land for the site of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and associated transmission lines and finds that with the exception of * .-- •. the reduced land requirements and environometal Impacts related to the new Watts Bar-Volunteer 500kV line, there have been no changes since'the Issuance of the FES-CP. The presence of this plant In Rhea County, Tennessee will continue to influence the future use of other land in its immediate environs as well as the continued removal of county land from agricultural use as the result of any increased industrialization.  

8.3 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COGMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 

The staff has evaluated the earlier assessment of this impact and concludes that there has been no change except for the continuing escalation of costs which have increased the dollar values of the materials used for constructing and fueling the station.  
Uranium is the principal natural resource irretrievably consumed in facility operation. Other materials consumed, for practical purpose,, are fuel-cladding materials, reactor-control elements, other replaceable reactor core components, chemicals used In processes such as water treatment and ion-exchanger regeneration, ion-exchange resins, and minor quantities of materials used in maintenance and operation. Except for the uranium isotopes U-235 and U-238, the consumed resource materials have wide-spread usage; therefore, their use. in the proposed operation must be reasonable with respect to needs in other industries. The major use of the natural isotopes of uranium is for production of useful energy.1 G 0In view of limited demand in the alternative uses, quantities of materials in natural reserves, resources, and stockpile, the expenditures of such material for the power facility are Justified by the benefits from the electrical energy produced.  

8.4 DECOMMISSIONING AND LAND USE 

A license to operate a nuclear power plant is issued for a period of forty years, beginning with the issuance of the construction permit. At the end of the 40-year period the operator of a nuclear power plant must renew the license for another time period or apply for termination of the license and for authority to dismantle the facility and dispose of its components.3 If, prior to the expiration of the operating license, technical, economic or other factors are unfavorable to continued operation of the plant, the operator may elect to apply for license termination and dismantle authority at that time. In addition, at the time of applying for a license to operate a nuclear power plant. the applicant must show that he possesses "or has reasonable assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover the estimated costs of permanently shutting the facility down and maintaining it in a safe condition."• These activities, termination of operation and plant dismantling, are generally referred to as "decommissioning." 

NRC regulations do not require the applicant to submit decommissioning plans at the time the construction permit and operating license is obtained, consequently, no definite plan for the decommissioning of the station his been developed. At the end of the station's useful lifetime, the applicant will prepare a proposed decommissioning plan for review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The plan will comply with NRC rules and regulations then in effect.



S.The dcwmassionlng of reactors Is not new. Since 1960. five licensed nuclear plants, four dew* .castration nuclear power plantý, six licensed test reactors, 28 licensed research and 22 licensed 
critical facilitieshave-been or are In the process of being decomissioned.5  The primary 
Method of decommssioning consists of mothballing, entombing, dismantling, or a combination of these three alternatives. The three primary methods are defined below in tems of the definl-tions provided In Regulatory Guide 1.86.* 

N'*Ii-alling is the process of placing a facility in a nonoperating status. The reactor may be .5 elit intact except that all reactor fuel, radioactive fluids and nonfixed radioactive wastes 
such as: ion.exchange resins, contaminated scrap materials and contaminated chemicals are rmoved.  The existing license is amended to a "possession onlyo status and continues In effect until residual radioactivity decays to levels acceptable for release to unrestricted access or until residual radioactivity Is rmoved. Theapossession only" license is a reactor facility license 
that permits a licensee to possess the facility but prohibits operation of the facility as a 
nuclear reactor.  

Entom met consists of removing all fuel assemblies, radioactive fluids and wastes followed by 
the sealing of remaining radioactive material within a striocture integral with the biological shield or by sme other method to prevent unauthorized access into radiation areas. A program 
of inspection, facility radiation surveys and environmental sapling is required for a licensed 
facility that hMs been entombed.  

Dismantling is defined as removal of all fuel, radioactive fluids and waste, and all radioactive 
structures. Surface contamination levels have been established in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 
1.86 which must be mt prior to termination of the facility license. In addition to meting 
the surface contamination levels, the acceptability of the presence of materials which have 
been made radioactive by neutron activation would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis prior to 
termination of the license. If the facility omwer so desres, the remainder of the reactor 
facility my be dismantled and all vestiges removed and disposed of.  

For a single nuclear reactor, the mothballing alternative costs about $2.45 million initially 
plus an annual maintenance and surveillance cost of $167.000. If a 24-hour manned security.  
force is not required (e.g., a site with continuing operations) the annual cost could be reduced to $88,000. Translating these costs into unit cost of generating electricity, the 30-year 
levelized unit cost* would be about 0.04 mills/KWh and if a manned security force is not required, 
about 0.03 mills/KWh.

7 

The entombing alternative costs about $7.58 million Initially for a single unit facility plus 
an annual maintenanc and surveillance cost of $58,000 for the diration of the entombmant period. 7 These costs, when translated to a 30-year 1evelized unit cost* bases, amount to about 
0.06 mills/KWh.  

The dismantling alternative for a single nuclear power reactor costs about $26.3 million to 
remove the radioactive structures associated with NRC requiremnts for terminating a possession 
only license. An additional $4.8 million would be needed to remove the nonradioactive struc
tures (cooling towers, administrative buildings, etc.) to below grade.7 There are no annual 
costs associated with this alternative. Whm the dismantling costs are translated to a 30-year /"• 

levelized unit cost* bases, this amounts to about 0.16 mills/KWh.  

Combinations of mothballing an d delayed (about 100 years) dismantling have 30-year levelizod 
unit costs that are about the sa as the mothballng alternative costs. Likewise, the costs 
for the entombing delayed dismantling combinations are about the same as the entombing cost.  
In both instances the annual maintenance cost for mothballing and entombing alternatives, on a 
present value basis, is sufficient to cover all the delayed dismantling cost for the mothballing 
alternative and about 801 for the entombing alternative.  

Although the above costs are for a one-unit station, the savings associated with multi-unit 
stations are small, thus the unit cost (mills/KWh) is essentially the sm for a single unit 
station or multi-unit station. For the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, the decomissioning costs 
would be about double that indicated above for all of the decomissioning one-unlt alternatives.  

Studies of social and environmental effects of decommissioning large commercial power generating 
units have not identified any significant impacts.? 

'"sed on a 1200 W generatlig unit beginning operation In 1978, a capacity factor of 601, an 
escalation rate of 51, and a discount rate of 101.



Also. studies indicate that occupational radiation doses can be controlled to levels comparable to occupational doses experienced with operating ractors through the use of appropriate work Procedures, shielding and remotely controlled equipment.7 

The applicant amy retain the site for poWer ganration purposes Indefinitely after the useful life of the station. The degree of dismantlement would be determined by an economic and environmental study Involving the value of the land and crop value versgs the complete demolition and rwrvoal of the complex. In my event, the apration will be controlled by rules and regulations in effect at the tin to protect the health and safety of the Public.  
Units 1 and 2 of the Watts gar bclear Plant are designed to operate for about 30 years, and the end of their useful life will be appriately In the year 2011. The applicant has mad no firm plans for decommssionlng, but assumes that the following steps would be taken as minimum precautions for maintaining a safe condition.  

1. All fuel would be removed from the facility and shipped offslte for disposition.  
2. All radioactive wastes -- solid, liquid, and gas -- would be packaged and removed frm the 

site insofar as practical.  
A decision as to whether the station would be further dismantled %uwld require ao economic study Involving the value of the land and scrap value versus the cost of complete demolition and removal of the complex. However, no additional work would be done unless it Is in accordance with rules and regulations in effect at the time.  

f / In addition to personnel required to guard and secure the station, concrete and steel would be used to prevent ingress into any building, particularly the radioactive areas.
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9. NEE FOR PLANT 

9.1 RE59E 

- en the FES-CP ws issued, in Noveber of 1972. Watts Bar Units 1 and 2 were scheduled to begin operation in Nay 1977 and February 1978. At the time of the FES-CP, the plant ws 
ead to meet the projected winter 1977-78 peak demand. Since 1972, the occurrence f several unforeseeable events has led to a decline in the growth of electrical energy and peak demands In the nation. The TVA service are Is not expected to maintain the historical rates experienced prior to the 1973 Arab oil embargo. Currently, TVA is projecting a 1978-79 winter peak demand of 23,950 MW - a 172 reduction from the 1972 forecast of 28.300 IM. In addition, construction delays have occurred such that Watts har Units 1 and 2 have been rescheduled to Wigin operation In December 1979 and September 1980, respectively.  

9.2 APPLICAiT'S SERVICE AREA AID REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

TVA supplies the electric power needs of an 80,000 square mile area covering practically all of Tennessee (principal exception being Kingsport), portions of Southwestern Kentucky, Northeastern Mississippi, Northern Alabama and Georgia, and sall sections of North Caroline and Virginia.  This service area has a total population of about 6.7 million. The major load centers on the TVA system are Nmphis, Nashville, Colmbia, Chattanooga, Knoxville - all in Tennessee - and 
Paducah, Kentucky, and Huntsville, Alabam.  

TVA Is primarily a wholesaler of electric powr to three major groups of customers: (1) municipal electric system and rural electric cooperatives, (2) directly-served industries, and (3) directly-served Federal agencies. TVA Is not a member of any power pool. However, TVA is a winter-peaking system involved in diversity Interchange agreements which allow exchange of powes with summer-peaking systems such as Mississippi Power and Light. TVA IS'& mer of the Southeastern Electric Relilability Council (SERC), which is one of the nine mebeiS =of -the National Electric Sal iability Council (NEAC).  

9.3 BENEFITS OF OPERATING THE PLANT 

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, is being constructed for the purpose of assuring an adequate and low cost supply of electrical energy for the TWA service area needs. At the operation stage, the plant will serve to (1) increase total system generating capacity in order to meet increased system electrical demands, and (2) meet increased system electrical €demands in a least cost way. At the operating stage, consideration of alternatives only Involves the 
decision whether the plant should operate or not. This decision Is based on a weighing of the benefits of operation, and environmental impacts (costs) and operating (production) costs.  Even In the absence of demand growth, there are significant cost savings to be realized by bringing the Watts Bar units on-line as scheduled. No other alternatives other than to operate or not to operate the plant exist, and thus no other alternatives are considered.  

9.3.1 Minimization of Production Costs 

The TVA has estimated the total system production costs with and without the Watts Bar units, assuming zero load growth from fiscal year 1976. The analysis for the year 1981 is presented in Table 9.1. For the worst case assumption of zero load growth, significant cost savings will be realized by bri in the plant on-line as scheduled. With zero load growth, the applicant estimates that thI1981 annual production cost savings with the Watts Bar units on-line will amount to $145 million. The staff estimates that this savings Is equivalent to approximately 1.26 mills/k* for a 1981 production of 114 billion kWh. For the projected growth in energy 
hetween now and 1981, the cost savings would be even larger because it would permit phasing 
out even more costly units.
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Theproducton cost savings realized by bringing the Watts Bar units 1m-line derive frog the 
fact that these -nits are relatively efficient low cost units which would serve the base load.  
Only4 orms Ferry Units 1 and Z. and approximately 3900 MW of hydro capacity would have lowr 
operating costs than the Watts Bar units. 2  Without Watts Sra, a less efficient and more costly 
mix of generating capacity would have to be relied an to met the TVA's service area needs.  
This mre expensive mode of generating electricity without Watts Bar is reflected in the 
analysis presented above and in Table 9.1.  

9.3.2 E aMd 

Although savings In system production costs are a sufficient basis to justify the operation 0f 
Watts Bar In the absence of any countervailing Impacts, the plant will also be required to met 
the expected load growth and provide for an adequate level of system reliability.  

Table 9.2 shows the TVA's most recent forecasts of energy and peak demand from 1960 to 1963.  
Energy ,equirements and TVA peak load are projected to grow at average anual compound 
rates of 6.0 and S.S%, respectively, through the period 1976-1963 (c o uded from a 1976 
total system energy of 113,641 million kWh and peak load of 20.381 I).T In its forecasts, 
the TVA has considered, among other things, the likely effects which energy. conservation 
and substitution of alternate energy sources and forms will have on forecasts of energy 
and peak system demand. Some of the specific phenomena and efforts analyzed by the TVA 
are as follows: prict conservation; nonprice conservation effects due to Insulation 
programs and appliance energy efficiency targets; effects of more stringent environmental 
regulations; effects of a decreasing availability of natural gas; and the effects of a 
direct substitution of electricity for other fossil fuels. I 

Table 9.2 also shows the annual dependable system capacity (Watts Bar included) and correspond
Ing reserve margins projected to be on-line at the tim of the TVA system peak load. Reserve 
margins with the Watts Bar units operating are slightly above or within the FPC's minimum 
reliability range of 15 to 2S percent through 1963. Without the Watts Bar units, reserve 
margins would fall to unacceptably low levels by 1983 as shown in Table 9.2. Therefore, 
the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is required to meet demand as well as to assure an adequate 
and low cost supply of electrical energy for the TVA service area needs.

0 
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TABLE 9.1

CONPARISON OF I196 SYSTEM PROCUCTImo COSTS WITH MD WITHiOUT W•Tn BAR NUCLEAR PLAW

With Watts Bar Mitisut Watts Bar
ASSUMING ZERO LOAD GROWTH 

Total energy production, millions of kWhb 

Estimated system production costsc 

Millions of dollars 

kills per kWh 

1981 production cost savings with Watts Bar

114.415 

780 

6.82

114,416 

925 

8.06

$145 million 

(1.26 mills/kWh)

1. Supplement 2 to Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Environmental Information, unless indicated otherwise.  
b. "sipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2, ER Revision S, STT SO-553, 50-SS4.  

Includes fuel. operation and maintenance expenses.

1...

With Watts ftr Without Watts Ilr
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TABLE 9.2 

Forecasted Energy, Peak Demand, Capacity, and Reserve 1Margins 
For the TVA System. 1980-1983

Energy 
(Nillions of kWh) 

148.860 

154.950 

162.390 

170.480

Peak Load (MM) 

25,350 

26,650 

28,100 

29,650

Interchange 
Agreement 

1580 

1100 

1100 

1100

Peak Loada 

Responsibility (MM) 

23,770 

25,550 

27,000 

28,550

Dependble 
Capacity (MM) 
31,044

b 

3 3 .4 34 c 

34,647 

34,647

Reserve Narain % 

With Without 
Watts Watts 
Bar Bar 

30.6 25.6 

30.8 21.6 

28.3 19.6 

21.3 13.1

Peaks occur in winter months. e.g.. 1960 peak occurs in the winter of 1979-80.  
bIncludes Watts Bar Unit 1 (1177 MM) scheduled for December 1979.  

CIncludes Watts Bar Unit 2 (1177 RMe) scheduled for September 1980.  

SOUiCE: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission, Final Environmental Statement Related to Construction of 
Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2. November 1977.
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Year 

1990 

1983
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*:•' 10. SENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

• -° -71 0 .1 lUE: SU E 

S- . The following sections suerize the economic, envirommital, and social benefits and costs associated with the operation of Mitts hr Units 1 and 2. Table 10.1 smrizes all benefits O and costs of plant peration Reduced generating costs Are presented for the no load growth situation. The envireommntal costs are calculated for an assumed worst case situation. -

10.2 BENEFITS 
10.2.1 PiayBnft 

The direct benefits of the plant Include the approximately 12 to 14 billion kWh of electrical power the plant will produce on an annual basis (assuting a plant capacity factor of between 609 and 701), the increase in system reliability brought about by the addition of 2354 W of generating capacity to the TVA system, and the saving at a minim.u of $14S million in annual production costs in 161 and subsequent years.  

10.2.2 Other Benefits 
This enuneration is for informational purposes. Operation of the Watts Bar Plant will require 200 full tim operating personnel. The projected annual payroll for 1980 is $4,200,000.  Ouring operation, TVA projects expenditures of approximately $100,000 per year on purchases in the local area.  

The TVA annual average in-lieu-of-tax paymenits over the estimated life of the plant is presently estimated to be $7,000,000. Of that, approximately $4,200,000 is expected to be allocated to the State of Tennessee; the rmaining portion being allocated to six other states. In addition to payments made by the TVA, the local distributors of TVA power are estimated to make average annual tax and tax equivalent payments of $4,900,000. These mintes will be allocated to State and local units of government.  

10.3 SOCIETAL COSTS 

No significant socto-economic costs are expected from either station operation or station personnel and their families living in the area.  

10.4 ECONONIC COSTS 
The capital cost for the completion of Watts Bar Units 1 and 2 is presently estimated to be $35 million. Fuel costs for the first full year of operation of Unit 1 are estimated to be $28 million.or 3.8 mills/MA; Unit 2 fuel costs are tstimated to be $30 million or 3.9 mills/kWh for the first year of operetion. Total present value fuel costs for the Watts hr Plant are approximately $790 million. The annualized cost over 30 years would be approximately 584 million. Decommissioning costs for the complete restoration of the site are estimated to be $59 million (1975 dollars).  

10.5 ENVIRONNBETAL COSTS 
The environmental cost of land use, water use and biological effects previously evaluated have not increased or otherwise adversely changed. The applicant has revised the transmission line route for the Watts Bar-Volunteer 500 kV line, resulting in a reduction of required acreage for rights-of-way of 1,157 acres. Also, the applicant has redesigned and relocated the discharge structure for the cooling tower blowdown, to lessen any impact on the Chickamauga 
Reservoir.
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TAKE 10.1 

BENEFIT-COST SUMRY 

Primary Iqpact and population Unit or resource affected measure Nagnitu orf Impact 

Direct ometits Energy Kwh/yr x 10 14,000 

Capacity Kw x 103 2364 

Reduced generating costs (01Y1) $/year 145- nnn ON
(assming no load growth; 

I. Taxes: 

1.1 TVA 
1.2 Local Distributors 

2. Emplojment: 
2.1 Raw Jobs, annual operation 
2.2 New Income. annual operation 

Operating: 

Fuel 

Operation a Naintenance 

Decommissioning

Indirect P"enfits* 

S/year 

S/year 

number 
S/year (1960) 

Economic Costs 

annualS/year 

annualS/year 

S (1975)

U

*-~- 
.~w

7,000,000 
4,900,000 

200 
4,200,000

131,00 0 

71 000.000 

59,000,000

0
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TABLE 10.1 (Continued) 

IEMEFT-COST SUINMRY

Primary lpect and population Unit or resource affected measure NMgnitude of Impact

Environmental Costs
. mpact on water 

1.1 Cosumptlon a3/year 45°000,000

1.2 Heat discharge to natural water body

1.2.1 
1.2.2 
1.2.3

COoling capacity of water body 
Aquatic biota 

Nigratory fish

2.9 X 108 (mosimm) 
Insignificant 
Insignificant

1.3 Chemical discharge to natural water body

1.3.1 

1.3.2 
1.3.3 
1.3.4

People 
Aquatic Miota 
Water quality 
Chemical discharge

1.4 Radlonucllde contamination of natural 
surface water body (all except tritium)

Not discernible 
Not discernible 

Not discernible 
780°000Ki lograms/year 

Cl/yr/reactor 
tritium

0.22

BTU/hr
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TAKLE 10.1 (Continued)

Frrlmry rcIt and population 
or resource affected

unit 
Mll•uret
I.Ssure Mame Co4 &Aa.* o g n o 

1.5 Cbinical contamination of grounthater

1.5.1 People 
I.S.2 Plants 

1.6 Radionuclide contamination of groundwater

1.6.1 People 
1.6.2 Plants and animals

Not discernible 
Not discernible

Not discernible 
Not discernible

1.7 Raising/loweoIng of groundwater levels

1.7.1 People 

1.7.2 Plants
Not discernible 
Not discernible

1.8 Effects on natural wator body of Intake 
structure and condenser cooling Systems 

1.6.1- Primary producers and consmers 
1.8.2 Fisheries 

t*)

Negligible 
Insignificant

(9
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TAKIE 10.1 (Continued) 

KDIEFIT-COST HWY

Primary lopact and population
primary impact and population 
or resoure affected 

1.9 Natural water drainage 

1.9.1 Flood control 

1.9.2 Erosion control 

2. Iinact on air 

2.1 Cbmical discharge to ambient air 

2.1.1 Air quality, chemical 

2.1.1.1 C02 
2.1.1.2 502 
2.1.1.3 N0x 

2.1.1.4 Particulates 

2.1.1.5 Other 

2.1.2 Air quality, odor 

2.2 MadoImIclides dischmrged to Mbient air.  

2.2.1 Noble gases

unit 
Mea.sure

Namnitmade of Imet

NO damag 
Insignificant 

a

Ib/yr 
lb/yr 
lb/yr 
lb/yr 
lb/yr

Non" 
NOne 
None NO" 

None 
None

None

C¢/yr/reactor 7020

Q 4 C)

K



TAKEL 10.1 (Continued)

Primary impact and population unit or resource affected measure Magnltude of topact

Iadiaolodines 

Particulates 
Carbon-14 

Tritim

Cl/yr/reactor 
CI/Yr/reactor 
Cl/yr/reactor 
Ci/yr/reactor

2.3 Fogging and icing

2.3.1 Ground transportation 
2.3.2 Air transportation 
2.3.3 Water transportation 
2.3.4 Plants 

2.4 Salt discharge from cooling system

People 

Plants 

Property
Kg/ha/yr

(9"-1

Negligible 

10.0 
Not discernible

U

2.2.2 
2.2.3 
2.?.4 
2.2.S

0.104 
0.104 

a 
920

2.4.1 

2.4.2 

2.4.3

Negligible 
None 
Negligible 
Negligible

•h
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TALE 10.1 (Continued) 
SEIEF IT-COST suJIMqRY__

Prim"ry Impact and population 
or resource affected I 

3. Total body dose comeitments to U.S. population 
General public, unrestricted area a

UIt 
ieasure

Neagnitude of Impact

mn-rem/yr 

Societea Costs

I. Operational fuel disposition 

1.1 Fuel transport (nea) 
1.2 Fuel storage 

1.3 Paste products (spent fuel) 

2. Plant labor force

trucks/yr 

rail shipments/yr 

200

3. Historical and Archaeological Sites 

*This enumration Is for informational purposes.

10 

Inbuilding storage 

13 

No significant societal costs 
are anticipated 

lio effect
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The design Of the 1`0dlwV-ive waste $ysteM has been finalimed. Under usual opuratimn, the station will be .n coefosumng with Appendlx I to 10 CM S and discharge annually & total of 1040 aculs of tritium and 0.44 ciaes of all Other rOMOnclides to the Chickamauga Meservor.  The station will also disct ag annually approxintely 1040 curies of noble gases, 0.2 wtls.  of radlolodines, 0.2 wiles of radioactive particulates, 16 curls of curbom-14 and 1660 curies of tritium Into the atmosphere srrou••dng the Watts Bar facility. These effluents wIll result In a total body dose commtment to the gemerl public of the U.S. population In the unstricted area of 65 mm-rm per year. This dose cmitnat w11 have o discernible 
effect on the population.  

Chemical usage will result in a discharge Into the Chlckamaug Reservoir of a mexmum of 780,000 kMoons r year of chemicals. This discharge should not result in m advse effects to th envromet.  

The Mat discharge Systan will result in a total water cmnsimpon of 4S,000,000 cubic meters a year mm evaporation and other uses. A maxIme of 2.9 10# Btu/hr will be rejected from the reactors as heat Into the Chickamauga Reservoir.  

10.6 ENVIIMUENTAL COSTS OF THE URMIUM FUEL CYCLE 

The contribution of emvlronmental effects associated with the uranium fuel cycle is Indicated In Table 5.10 and describd in Section 5.5.3. The staff has evaluated the onvirosmmntal iqmacts of the fuel cycle releases presented in Table S.10 and has found these impacts to be sufficiently mall SO that, when they are superimposed upon the other environmental Impacts assessed with respect to the construction and operation of the plant, they do not affect the bnefi t-cost balance.  

10.7 EWIR0SMENTAL COSTS OF URAIUN FUEL TRANISPORATIONg 

The contribution of enviromantal effects associated with the transportation of fuel and waste to and from the facility are smmarized In Section 5.5.1 and Table 5.8. These effects are sufficiently sall as not to affect the benofit-cost balance.  

10.8 SUMMY OF BENEFIT-COST 

As a result of the analysis and review of potential envirmmental, technical, economic, and social impacts, the staff has been able to forecast more accurately the effects of the station's operation. No new Information has been acquired that would alter the overall balancing of the benefits of this station versus the environmental costs. Consequently, the staff has determined that It Is possible to operate the station with only minimal environmental impacts. The staff finds that the primry benefits of providing 23S4 MM of electrical energy, minimizing system production costs and Increasing systen reliability through the addition of 23S4 MW base-load capacity greatly outweigh the environmntal, social, technical, and economic costs.  Benefit-costs are sumerized In Table 10.1, which is explained in Appendix 0.
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11. DISCUSSION OF CONNEwS RECEIVED ON TIE DRAFT 
EIWIROUINTAL STATBENT 

Purevst to 10 CFI Part 51, the Draft Envirnmental Statoenet for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plats, Units I and 2.`ws tranumitted, with a request for coments, to: 

Deprtmntof ictA e 
Department of the Anq, Corps of Engines 
Deportmnt of Comerce 
Department of Energ 
Department of Health, Education & Welfare 
Department of Interior 
epartment of Transportation 

Environmental Protectson Agency 
Federal Power Comission 
Department of Housing and Urban Devele m11 t 
State of Temnessee 0"Mtmet of Conservation 
State of Tennessee Dhparment of Public Health 
State of Tennessee Department of Hi~s 
State of Teraossee State Planning Off fce 
State of Tomeessee Historical Comtissien 
Office of Planning and Budget. Atlanta, Georgia 
Office of Urbai and Federal Affairs, State of Tennessee 
Office of Intergoverinmetal Relations, Raleigh, North Carol insa 
Seutheast Temnssee Oevelnopmt District 
aee Cow".y Judge 
Negs County, County Chairmen 

In addition, The MIC requested cmments on the Draft Envirnmental Statement from interested persons by a notice published In the Federal histor on June 9, 1978 (43 FR 25103). In response to the request referred to abeo, Cioea wre received from: 

U.S. Departmeft of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives 
Service (USMA/ESC) 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service (USOA/SCS) 
U.S. Department of Comeerce, National Oceanic am Atmospheric 

Administration (OOC) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV (EPA) 
Federal Energ Regulatory Commission (FEMC) 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Region IV (USHUO) 
Department of the Interior (001) 
Area Riional Council of Governments, Southeast Tennessee Development District (CAMCOYSET00) 
Tennessee Historical Commission (TKC) 
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (IllA) 
Tennessee Departmen of Conservation (TOC) 
Nr. Albert Bates (M) 
Dr. Louis G. Williams (L) 
Hr. and Ws. Arthur Jena (AJ) 
Nrs. Zelia H. Jensen (IJ) 
Nr. Nervin Lewis (ML) 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 

rhe cements are reproduced in this statement as Appendix A. The staff's consideration of the comments received and Its disposition of the issues involved are reflected In part by Changes in the text in the pertinent sections of this Final Environmental Statement and in part by the discussion in Section 11. The cements are categorized by subject and are referened by the use of the abbreviations indicated above. The organization of Section 11 corresponds to the ordering of sections in the body of the FES. e.g., discussion pertinent to Section 5 would be presented in Section 11.5. The pages in Appendix A on which copies of the respective cements appear are Indicated by each subject title relating to the comment, 
and In the index to Appendix A.
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11..1. Stom , - Concleu m (i . A-3: UJ. A-9: TW, A*0) 

This stat=m tt tie summary and mcnclsin reOdil ad ,m refers to at 
siaI" • ime am P•.ulmg U nuclIr p Mlaits all activity mime 
this aes, and " I wI be ft v'sIm. u €rizud iu al FperIem6 , or rew1atiml won withie the mchale.m zme. Tkis am licleds WP wns i sm.  

11.1.2 MC Jurldictio aer W4rsirmmul emtorla Priorm. ML A-4) 

im indicated that the Staff h s htrity to establis monitoring cmditieos 
to do ont" that these a• | Conditions OW o verlep conitlemi istan 
WSES Pme lt. To licensem a c= poer plait, 1M M1w ar amletey cmissionm 

wuner the Uetemel Emnirenmetal Policy Act mot eaho the aqmUtc lpacts la 
particular pscoedmg, especially where tU e ilpects moy affbectie overall 
cost-mf it belamc The cinissl.t decided In Public Service fe o x.mw fts re. et~al.- Qýý I Station. anits 1 man Z). Ium: UKr I QMT 
&Mit OW acap a" a" %"=$a• "ftefta VMNV asl s' o~nammum of tas 
memitud of the swife envirome al iemcts from U coeling systm It strikt" 
An overall cost-bonsfit balance for the facility. The Camlsslm srized tUs relationship Muesu itself aid 0A as: 'MP dtetuimes whet coaling syst.m & 4clear peM r facility my ue ad CM facters Us qelcts resUltig frIf the WO 
of than systU inte UK SEPA c¢st-bomeft ailysis.  

The 1C enviremmetal evalumtim which Iona to issuanc of an operating licme 
is imfluenced by tUs fact that the savlreimetal Impact statment far H u Bar %clear Plant is a Joist dc, published by the kclomw bgwlatavy Comlssi. ,
with s cmncurrence aid Pumpa etien of EPA iF this Instaice p-hImri- to Ue 
Second Imoramdm of bderstadimng. Accs agly. tUe clling syt aproved by EPA for Watts ar will be sensitive to aquatic Impacts aid comtrolled by thUo.  
The aiquatic mnitring conditlos set forth ad evaluted In tUe drft emirommtal 
impact statement arm reviewed aid fund acceptale b• EPA. EPA Jolitly sponsers 
the dacunt aid it serves as a basis for their WKES decislimo Siilarily.  
environmental (including auatic), moitering cerdtimes are a part of this amlrei 
matal assessom am WKS determinalion.  

11.2.1 Vind Speed (OC, A-3) 

The text has been modif ead to indicate that Us 1.S maters per secod wind seM 
at Watts Bar represents the madam, raetm hai Useaverae wind spied. The Watts 
Bar site is located in eastern Temnessee In an area of tUsWie ted stas which 
frequently experiences low wind spends. The 1.5 mater per second median wind 
speed neasured on site at the 10-mater level is comperable with data collected at other proposed nuclear powr plant sites in estern Tennessee (e.g.. median I-mter 
wind speods measured at Sveqyab ad Phipps Bed am 1.7 mtrs per Wsecod aid 
1.3 maters per second, respectively). The mediam wind speed measured at Oak Ridge 
during the period from 1947 throug 1964 wes 2.0 meters per second (U. S. epirtmon 
of Comerce, Environmental Data Service. *Local Climatelogical Data Annual Siny 
with Comparative Data-Oak Ridge. Tennssee." 1976).  
Figure 2.11 has been modified to indicate that tUe data at wind frequemy by 
direction in percentage of occurrence at the Watts Bar site.  

I1.2.2 ? ackground Radioloolcal Characteristics (M. A-6) 

Section 2.6, elackground Radiological Characteristics,* presents a succinct yet 
comprehensive discussion of the background radiological characteristics of the 
Watts Bar/Tennessee site. Dose Impacts associated with natural backlgroun radia
tion and a discussion of health effects can be found in Section S.S. Annual 
population dose c€mitments from background radiation are listed for beth the 
SO mile radius population and U.S. population in Table S.S. Health effects.  
which are directly related to dose magnitude, are presented on pages S-23/2S.  

11.2.3 DownstreaI Industrial Water Usage MTVA, A-10) 

This coment corrects Information on page 1.1-13 of TVA's mEnvirenmental 
Information, Watts Bar Nuclear Plants Units I am 2.0 The statements in 
Section 2.1 and 2.3 that were based on the incorrect information have been revised.
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however, the applicant has since stated that the assumption of a 10 cfa continuous 
purge rate does not represent a true continuous purge but Is only a mathematical model used to represent the effects of frequent short purges employed for temrature and pressure control. Since the staff's assumption of 20 purges per year with the reactor at power fulfills the sime purpose as the applicant's assumption of a 10 din continuous purge, the staff has revised the calculated releases by deleting the 10 cfu continuous purge and has revised the calculated doses in 
accordance with the new source term. The revised gaseous effluent source term and the revised doses are presented In this FES and the SER.  

TVA commented that the 16,000 cfn containment clean-up system and the auxiliary 
building MEPA filter have been deleted. The clean-up system and the NEPA filters were deleted by the applicant subsequent to the preparation of the staff's Appendix I evaluation. As a result of these design changes, the staff's evaluation has been revised; tho revision appears in this FES and in the Safety Evaluation Retport.  

11.3.4 Sonsitivity of Cost-benefit Analysis (ML., A-6) 

The cost benefit analysis procedure considers variables in wind direction and other meteorological conditions, as well as considering upset conditions or unplanned spills which the staff calls "anticipated operational occurrences." 
Since the procedure considers such occurrences, the cost benefit analysis is not 
sensitive to changes in wind direoLlon or ,o unplanned spills.  

11.3.5 Water Treatment Plant Outfall Pipe Location and Length (EPA, A-22) 

There is no separate outfall pipe for the water treatoment plant. The water 
treatment plant discharges into the condenser cooling water system and is dis
charged to the river via the diffuser.  

11.S.1 Interim S-3 Rule (ML, A-6) 

The Nuclear Renlatory Commission is presently considering mending the Rn-222 portion of Tabie S-3. The NRC staff nas performed an updated detailed analysis and is presently using the-radon 222 release nambers listed on page 5-23 of this Final Environmental Statement to estimate radiological impact. The staff concludes that any reasonable expected changes to Table S-3 would not change the staff's conclusions with respect to the impact of the uranium fuel cycle and thus the 
impact of the Watts Bar facility.  

It should be noted that on July 14, 1978, in its Partial Initial Decision, 
Environmental Consequences of the Uranium Fuel Cycle, and 'erkins Licensing Board found that releases of radon-222 associated with those releases, are insignificant compared with background radon releases or in striking the cost-benefit balance for the Perkins Nuclear Power Station. (P-rkins supra. slip op., p. 29.) 

11.5.2 Table S-3 Radon Data (TVA, A-10) 
6 ) 

As noted in Table 5.10 (S-3), a Coemission ruling on radon 222 health effects is necessary before any new Information can be Incorporated into this table. However, as previously noted, the new information has been incorporated in this Final 
Environmental Statement. The updated analysis does not change the conclusions of 
the staff.  

11.5.3 Radon-222 Figure Correctness (ML. A-6) 

The estimates of radon releases and associated environmental dose commitments from milling operations listed on page 5-23 of the Watts Bar DES do not agree with Or.  Repford's deposition in the Perkins hearing (6/8/78). The NRC staff, in arriving at its independent estimates as described in Section S, his evaluated Dr. Kepford's analysis and does not agree with his methouology or conclusions. The response to 
coemnt 11.5.1 discusses the hearing hoard's findings.
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11.5.4 OccupatiOrtAl Radiation Exposure (AJ, A-9) 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is presently considering a petition frog the Natural Resources Defense Council (NMOC), which references the Mancuso study, to reduce occupational radiation exposure standards ton-fold. The Commission will base its decision on a large mount of information pertaining to.the question of 
how much risk is associated with radiation exposure. With regard to the Mancuso study, specifically, an NRC review comittee has found, "much of the analysis 
questionable, deficient and ambiguous-(Ref. Memorandum for J. Kastner, SO, from M. Parsont, SO, 5115/78). The comittee did, however, stress the need for analyses to determine the relationship of cancer to low-level radiation exposure. In recommendations sent to the Comissioners, the NRC staff has suggested; (1) retaining annual dose standards and quarterly standards, but with values higher than one-fourth of the current annual standards, (2) deletion of the dose averaging 
formula SIN-18). thus reducing maximum occupational exposure from 12 reis per year to S. (3) deletion of the preconditional requirement for obtaining radiation dose histories, (4) retention of requiremnets to assure control of doses to transient and moonlighting workers and (S) revision of personnel monitoring requiresents to specify numerical limits, in terms of percentage of the annual standards, which 
are equal to or slightly lower than existing requirements. The NRC staff has also rscamendeo that 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, 40. 50 and 70 be amended to require licensees to liplement Individual occupational ALARA programs with guidance on the program 
content to be given in regulatory guides tailored for the various types of licensed 
activitieg.  

11.5.5 Low-level Radiation Oischarges to Public Waterways (LW, A-29) 
OF Williams stated that rivers, bays, and oceans change low-level radiation 
(nuclear fission products) into high-level concentrations. In fact; river , bays, 
and oceans have just the opposite effect oan concentrations. As liquid effluents are discharged into large bodies of water, natural dispersion characteristics and increased volume dilute the concentration of radioactivity considerably. Bioaccumulation of radioactivity in food chains leading to man is carefully considered in 
dose analyses performed by the NRC stiff.  

11.5.6 Liquid Radwaste Treatment System (AS. A-25) 

A detailed analysis of the potential radiological iqmact of the liquid radwaste 
discharged to the Tennessee River has been performed by the NRC staff (See Table 5.9 FES). The estimated dose to the maximum individual was conservatively 
calculated to be 0.1% of natural background and is considered to be an insignificant 
increase to background dose.  

11.5.7 Effuent Limitations and Monitoring Requirements-Liquid Radwaste System (AS, A-25) 

As a point of reference Part I, Section A, page 7, Effluent Limitations and Monitoring requirements -- Liquid Radwaste System of the Watts Bar NPOES permit is presented on pge E-6 of the FES.  

The proposed discharge limits of 15 mg/l average and 20 mg/l maximum refer to the quantity of suspended or dissolved non-radioactive solids which my be present in liquid discharges. The notation mg/l is a measure of mass per unit volume and is 
not a dilution factor, as implied in the coement. Calculations which estimate radiation dose from liquid effluents express radioactivity content in terms of 
curies per liter. The assessment of potential damage to biota detailed in Section 5 of the FES fully considers the factors of activity, persistence, and biological 
effectiveness as explained in Requlatorv Guide 1.109.  

An "actinide" is defined as any of a series of I.! e a Pnts of increasing atomic 
number beginning with actinium and ending with the alement of atomic number 103.  
The only actinfide occasionally reported in nuclear power plant effluents is 
neptuntim-239, which has been reported in trace quantities at some plants. The 
word which was apparently intended to be used is "nuclide".  

Table 3.3 of the FE5 lists the nuclides which are calculated to be present in the liquid effluents from the Watts Bar plant. Table 3.3 includes one actinide, 
Np-239, which is a neutron activation product and which has been detected in trace quantities in liquid discharges from operating nuclear power plants. Table 3.3
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The NC staff hMs 0011an IndAPOndet estimate of the radiation dose to the mxially exposed individual due to liquid effluents from the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. This estimte of 0.1 swm/yr utilizes site and plant specific information 
and assumes that the mxianlly exposed individual eats fish caught at the plant outfall and drinks water dram at Oayton, Tennessee. It should be noted that the dose to the maxim. individual (in units of mrem/yrS, which is 0. 1 of natural background, should not be confused with the dose received by the general population (in units of man-rem/yr). The Implication that operation of the Watts ar Plant will result in a 1t increase in deleterious health effects is erroneous. The EPA estiante of 25,224 health effects per year- is based on a totjl natural background dose of 25xlO man-rem distributed to the U.S. Poplation. Table S.5 of the FES estimates the dose commitment to the U.S. population from Watts Bar liquid effluents at less than 3 man-rem. This is an increase of 0.00001%, not 1.01. of natural background dose.  

11.5.8 Liquid Radwasto Control and Limitation Details (EPA, A-22) 

The concerns that are addressed in this comment are reviewed as part of the staff's Safety Evaluation Report for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Since the concerns are not part of the environmental review, they are not addressed in the Environmntal Statament. Applicable information for these issues will be contained in the Safety Evaluation Report (to be. issued), and the Technical Specifications that will be part of the Operating License for the Watts gar Nuclear Plant.  

11.5.9 Environmental Dose Commitment Calculations (EPA, A-22) 

Section 5.5.3 of the FES has been modifind to include the long term environmental effects associated with carbon-14, krjpton-8s, and tritium releases of the fuel cycle excluding the reactor releases. These modifications were added to the earlier discussion wh'ch focused largely on the radon-f22 impacts.  

Staff estimates of the longer term effects of carbon-14, tritium. krypton-85 and releases of the reactor contribute less than 301 of the total fuel cycle impacts presented In Section S.S.3 of the FES. iealth effects reported in the FES on a "per reactor year" basis can be multiplied by the reactor operating time (i.e.. 30 years) to obtain the total or integrated estimate.  

Nevertheless. the staff is in the process of modifying its calculational methodology to automatically consider the radiolo•ical impacts of effluent releases of the entire nuclear fuel cycle.  

It is Important to note that the FES results conservatively include the impacts of both uranium and plutonium recycle evon though such operations are not currently Permitted. Thus, the FES results are conservative for any recycle option, especially the "throw-away" cycle. the option cu-reootly al lowed.

also includes a nmber of other corrosion or activation product nuclides and fission product nuclids. Additionally, tritim. which is both an activation 
product nuclide and a fission product nuclido. is expected to be present.  

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (MC) has been granted the authority to license and regulate the commercial use of nuclear eonerg by the Atomic Energy Act of 19S4, 42 U.S.C. l6 011 at seq. (1970; Sup. V, 1971) and the Ener W iRorganization Act of 1974. 42 U.S.C. f 5301 et seq. (Supp. V, 1975). The regulatory procedures adopted by the MiC to provide for participation by mQubers of the public have bee determined to be fully sufficient to protect individual, public participation in the MINs review process.  

To the best of our knowledge, the routine radiological releases from commercial nuclear power plantU have not resulted In a single mortality. Accordingly. comments that liquid radwaste discharges to the biosphere constitute "intentional poisoning" or "humonicide" are highly speculative and highly subjective statements without a reasonable basis.

D
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11.5.10 Prime Farmland Loss (USA/SCS, A-4) 

Based upon Its review of the SoI1 Survey of RhIM County, Tennessee (March 1948) and the list of soils In Tennessee that qualify for prime farmland (provided by the Soil Conservation Service. Nashville. Tennessee Office), the staff estimates that most of the soils on Urn Watts Bar site occupying terraces and bottom lands qualify as potential "prime formlan." Examples of these soils ore Waynesboro, NOlston and Sequatchie. Final determination of "prime farmland' classification would dupmd upon the ovaluation of these soils based upon slope and flooding frequency characteristics. The staff for its analysis assumed that over half the 967-ocre site cOntains soils classifiable as prime farmland. These soils would not be used for agricultural purposes during the life of the plant (30 years). The loss of this potentially classifiable prime farmland represents less than a IS loss of nonforested farmland resources for Rhea and nearby eugs County.  

11.S.11 Fish Survival (AJ. A49) 

the Watts hr Nuclear Plant cooling system is designed to minimize potential thermal effOcts. This design includes closed-cycle cooling towers anm a submerged discharge diffuser. Further operational control of the blondow, discharge is provided via the holding pond when the release rate from the Hydroelectric Plant (Watts Bar Om) is less than " m'/sec (3500 cfs). When discharging, the diffuser provides a minimum dilution factor of 10. The proposed mixing zone of 240-foot width by 240-foot downstrem length occupies a maxim of 382 of the rivwr crosssectional area at water surface elevation 663 feet (NSL). the normal surface 
elevation during summer.  

- ~ Thermal effects due to the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant wi l be localized in the area of the diffuser and mixing zone. Juvenile and older fish would most probably avoid the diffuser and earlier life stages would be displaced quickly by the high velocity associated with the diffuser "jets. The mixing zone will not cause a thermal barrier to the movement of the fish into the Watts ar Oam tailrace area.  
For the worst case combination of (i) the highest observed tailrace water temperature i 30.3C (86.90F), (2) 12-hour suspmnion in Hydroelectric Plant operation, and (3) maximum expected thermal additions from both the stem plant (fossil) and nuclear plant, the temperature at the downstream edge of the mixing zone will be 32.4°C (90.4*F). The probability of occurrence for this worst case is low as shown by the historical data; e.g., tailrace temperature exceeded 28.30C (33.00F).  in only 8 of 1320 weekly observations in the period February 1950 to September 1977 and has not exceeded that level since August 19SS. The diffuser can assure compliance with the State maximum thermal criterion of 30.56C (S6.96F) if the river temperature at the upper edge of the mixing zone is C 30.00C %86.0*F).  These discharge temperatures have been reviewed and found accept..le by the EPA pursuant to Section 316(a) of the FWCA. The State concurs in this determination as does the MC staff. No deleterious effects on the survival of reservoir fishes 
are expected.  

Radiological impacts on aquatic biota are discussed in Section S.5.2 of this FES.  The staff concludes that no measurable radiological impact on aquatic biota is expected as a result of the routine Operation of this plant.  
11.5.12 Location of Radioactive Waste Offstte Burial (AJ, A-9) 

TVA plans to bury the radioactive solid waste at the licensed facility at Barnwell, 
South Carolina.  

11.5.13 Public Knowlede of Routine Radioactive Releases (AIN, A-m) 

There are nuerous published documents aveillabi, to the public which discuss the impacts to the environment of radioactive reaists. These include both TVA's and NIC's environmental statements.  

11.5.14 Sionificamce of Saumr Flshery (MWA, A-SI 

The discussion in Section 5.4.2 of this FES should not be Interpreted as concluding that saver are insignificant to the sport creel in the tailrace area. Available
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data as noted by the comment indicate that a significant sauger fishery does 
exist. TVA has provided creel census data specific to the tallweter (TMI 503.3 to 
TIM 529.9) for the first half of 1977. These data have been incorporated in 
'Appendix C of this FES. The six-month harvest of sauger was 13.6% of the total 
number (988) and 19.8 of the total weight (450.1 pounds).  

The purpose of the discussion in Section S.4.2 is to describe the available 
Ichthyoplankton data. The limited abundance of sauger early life stages in the 1976 data was highlighted because of the previous statements concerning the 
favorability of the tailrace as spawning habitat for this species (e.g., see TVA's 
FES at pp. 1.1-21 and 8.2-4). TWA data for the 1977 year demonstrates similarly 
low abundance of ichthyoplankton for the migratory spowners. Appendix C has been 
revised to incorporate the 1977 data.  

11.5.15 Fish Production - IchthWoplanktoa (IWMA-8) 

It was not the staff's intent to imply that a final conclusion on the significance 
of the tailrace habitat for migratory spawners could be based on one year of 
ichthyoplankton data. The conclusion reached in Section S.4.2 is qualified as 
based on the one year of data and the need for additional data is explicitly 
stated.  

TVA has provided a second year of data (1977 spawning season) which demonstrates 
similarly low abundance of ichthyoplankton for the migratory spawners. Section 
S.4.2 and Appendix C have been revised to include the 1977 data. Based on two 
years of data, we reach the sa conclusion on the acceptability of potential 
intake entrainment losses. A third year of ichthyoplankton data has now been 
collected and will be presented in TVA's preoperational monitoring report.  

It is possible that the 1978 data may be matypical* of the 1976-1977 results, 
showing sinnificantly higher abundance. We agree that "... many factors may influ
ence fish spawning in a given year"; therefore, several years of data will be 
required to establish the range of variability in spawning success for tailrace 
spawners.  

Based on the available data and intake system design information, we conclude that 
entrainment will be minimized. Preoperational and operational monitoring programs 
are being required by the NPOES permit. The aquatic biological components of 
these programs are described in Section 6.2.4 and 6.3.5 of teis FES. Results of 
operational monitoring in the vicinity of the intake wiII form a basis for EPA's 
determination pursuant to Section 316(b) of the FWPCA as to whether the intake 
reflects best available technology for minimizing adverse environmental impact.  

11.5.16 Plant's Impact on Nussel Habitat (T)C, A-24) 

The endangered species, Lampsilis orbiculata, is discussed in Section 2.5.2.  
Section 5.4.2 and Appendix C of this FES. The text of Appendix C has been revised 
to include informtion on Pleurobesa cordatum and Oromus dromas, the latter species 
having been collected downstremw of tOhWats Bar Plant sTtG3iring a June 1973 
survey conducted by TVA. Oromus dromas is listed as endangered by the Department 
of Interior. We have deteA--TQ -- C'-T, proposed operation of Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant will not affect 0. dramas or its habitat and that consultation is not required 
pursuant to Section 40.r0T Uthe Endangered Species Act of 1973.  

11.5.17 Plant's Impact on Dissolved Oxygen Levels (TDC, A-24) 

Operation of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is not expected to alter the oxygen 
balance in the river.  

11.5.18 Concentration of Plant Effluents Ouring Periods of Low Flow (TODC A-24) 

As noted in .ection 5.3.2, the Increase in the ambient concentration of three 
chemical substances will be small even during the lowest flow into which discharges 
will be made. The three substances are not considered harmful to aquatic life at 
the expected concentrations even under these conditions of maximum concentration.



* 11.5.19 EPA Transfer of NWKS Authority to Tennessee (TVA, A-25) 

Authority to .peomitt Federal facilities has not as yet been delegated to the 
State of Tennessee by EPA.  

" 11.6.1 Hydraulic Characteristics of the Aquifer (001. A-S' 

The aquifer tapped by preoperational and operational monitoring is the Conasauga 
Shale. No attempt has been made to measure the hydraulic properties of the 
Canasauga Shale Aquifer because of the li mited occurrence of ground water and the heterogeneity and anistropy of the materials underlying the site (Watts Bar FSAR, 
Section 2.4.13.2). See revised Section 6.2.3 and 6.3.3.  

11.6.2 Neterolovical Nbesurements (TVA. A-'I) 

Based on information provided in the Watts Bar FSAR, lower level temperature, wind 
speed, and wind direction measurements on the temporary tower were made at a 
height of 30 feet. The lower level meeasurement of wind speed and direction.  
temperature and dew point on the permanent tower is given as the 10-meter level.  The correct conversion from 10 meters is to 33 feet and from 30 feet is to 9 meters.  
The appropriate conversion modifications have been made In the text. We have 
modified the text to reflect the change In dew point sensor location.  

11.6.3 Reportina Requirement for Chemical Vegetation Control (TVA, A-l0) 

To the extent a reporting requirement Is necessary to allow the NIC staff to 
-0 complete its cost-benefit analysis with respect to the proposed action, that 

requirement will be made a condition of a license under NEPA.  

11.6.4 Aerial Remote Sensing Prtaram for Effects o, Pae Interactions (TVA. A-25) 

The staff understands that the applicant is currently undertaking investigations 
of potential terrestrial effects of cooling tower and smoke plum interactions.  
Based upon their investigation, a recommendation will be made by the applicant on the necessity of implementing terrestrial effects monitoring program. The staff 
would certainly consider any additional data assessing potential terrestrial 
impacts from cooling tower operation and methods of monitoring such impacts including possible off-design problems; however, because of limited operating experience, 
especially long-term the staff believes it is prudent to undertake a limited term 
inspection program because a margin of uncertainty still exists. This inspection program would certainly not require chemical analyses of soils, plants, and animals as might be required in a full-scale drift impact study.  

11.6.5 Raportino Requirements of Chemical Control of Vegetation Along Transmission 
Line (TVA. A-25) 

To the extent a reporting requirement is necessary to allow the NRC staff to 
complete Its cost-benefit analysis with respect to the proposed action, that 
requirement will be made a condition of a license under NEPA.  

11.7.1 Cumulative Environmental Effects of Three Nuclear Plants Along The Tennessee River, Esu9clally UI•,•cs of Accidents ICAR/CIWTO0, A-6) 

The staff does not discuss cumulative impacts in the environmental statement 
because no envirowental impact is sufficiently large that its interaction with 
similar Impacts of another nuclear plant within a 50 mile radius would result in a 
significant Impact. The most obvious area for cumulative effects is the common 
water bodo used for the plant cooling systems. The staff has considered the 
possible cumulative impacts of the three plants on the aquatic ecology of the 
Tennessee River but has determined that because there is no significant Impact 
beyond the diffuser mixing zone for the single plant, there cannot be an important 
cumulative impact on the biological community.  

The cumulative effect of potential accidents is similarly so small that it need 
not be discussed in the environmental impact statement. This conclusion has been 
reached by the staff for the following three reasons. First, the calculated consequences from accidents as shown In Table 7.2 are low, even though the probability
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of the accident Is not factored Into the calculatioNs.. Secondly, the fifty mile radius Is an arbitrary impact area. In fact, the Individual impact with respect to accident consequences decreases significantly with Increasing distance from the site due to atmospheric dispersion and.dilution of the radioactivity. For example, Table 7.2 shows Individual doses received at the nearest site boundary, but an individual five ales from the reactor would receive only about 55 of those values.  And finally, the staff has detesmined that a discussion of cumulative effects from accidents at multi-unit sites Is not warranted because the enviromwe l impacts are very mall. If it is considered unnecessary to discuss this aspect in the instance of reactors sitting side by side at a two unit site, it follows that it is unnecessary to discuss it for the three sites along the Tennessee River.  
11.8.1 Dcmissioning and Land Use (EPA, A-22) 

The NIC staff is In the process of resppraising its regulatory position relative 
to the dacamissioning of nuclear facilities.' As pert of this activity, MC has initiated or will Initiate several studies to develop specific background Information to support the preparation of new standards covering decommissioning.  

These studios will describe decomaissioning alternae.., its and will evaluate the safety and costs associated with them. The plan t! .o cover all major types of nuclear facilities over the next several years. Current studies by Sattelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories are direct:s at decomissioning of light water reactors (LWVs) and their associated fiel cycle facilities. The first report in this series covered a fuel reprocessiri plant.' The second report of the series deals with a pressurized water re.c",..3 .  

ll.C.1 Olue-Grson Al Concentration anJ Percent CGontribution to the Phytoglankton Gn I - |ty (TVA, A-25) 

The text of Appendix C has been revised to reflect the 1976 phytoplankton data.  Of interest is the increase of blue-greens (both concentration and percent contribution to the phytoplankton community) during the sumier collection period. Station concentrations are 10 to 20 times greater than the station average for the previous three years. The highest station concentration-of 13.3 million/liter was recorded at TRI 532. 1, the Watts Bar Dam forebay station. Concentrations at the other six stations ware less than one-half that recorded at the Dam Forebay. The contribution of blue-greens to the total phytoplankton averaged 762 over the seven stations (range a 71.7% to 82.12). During the previous three-year period, there had been only one observation (Fall 1975 at TAN 506.6) where blue-greens contributed over S50. The dominant blue-green in all Swmer 1976 collections was Anacystis spp.  
The Winter 1976 collections also demonstrate a noticeable increase in phytoplankton conconlrations, compared to concentrations during the winter season of the previous three years. The chrysophyta contributed 862 to 932 of the total comunity with the one genus Nelosira spp. making up 80M to 862 of the total concentration.  

As further demonstrated by the 1976 data, large variations in the phytoplankton community are to be expected. We agree that it is difficult to ascribe any significance to such changes. Changes, if any, which may result from plant operation 
will be localized to the mixing zone.  

11.C.2 Impact of Plant on Endangered Species of Mussel (TVA, A-2S) 

The text has been revised to reflect the new information (see Section 2.5.2, Section 5.4.2 and Appendix C). We have determined that the endangered species, Dromus dromas, and its habitat will not be affected by the proposed operation of 
ttts Bar Nuclear Plant and that consultation with the Fish and Wildlife 

Service regarding this species is not required.
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